The possibility to produce an increase of the activity of an isomeric sample by irradiating the sample with a laser pulse and the x-ray pumping of nuclear transitions have been discussed some time ago.
where
and where E ni = E n −E i . The quantity Γ ef f is the effective width of the two-photon transition,
where t n is the half-life of the intermediate state |n , and the dimensionless quantity F R has the expression
In Eq. (4), α ni , α nl , α nl ′ are the internal conversion coefficients for the transitions |n → |i , |n → |l , |n → |l Table  I . The multipolarities of the transitions are given in columns ni and nl. The largest integrated cross section found among the listed 24 two-photon processes in 178 Hf has the value 1.65 × 10 −26 cm 2 keV. If the initial state is the isomeric state at E i =2446 keV, the nuclear parameters required for the calculation of the two-photon integrated cross section are known at present only for the intermediate state at E n =2573 keV. 
